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The DVD Collector’s Box 
By Vish Khanna

Though they might look like high school media arts projects, these two
unauthorised documentaries offer vague insights into the early days of U2.
Boasting “exclusive interviews,” U2: An Unforgettable Journey features footage
of the band throughout their career but its primary sources are early
promoters, teachers and Irish journalists discussing the post-punk context in
which U2 formed. The talking heads are generally dull and disengaging but
the slight treat of the film is the compilation of somewhat obscure news and
interview footage of the band. Similarly, Bono: God’s Favourite Son is a
patchwork of barely interesting anecdotes from music fans and “insiders” with
dubious connections to the singer. Featuring inconsistent sound quality and
bare-bones camera work, these one-on-one interviews are dry and listless.
Coupled with shoddy, amateur editing and graphics, they contribute to two of
the most obviously misleading cash-grabs in recent memory. Plus: trivia;
discography. (MVD)

Glastonbury (Julien Temple) 
The world’s most
(in)famous music festival
has always been
fascinating subject matter
but now celebrated
filmmaker Temple (The
Great Rock ‘n’ Roll
Swindle) has amassed
every essential reel of footage to bring you the
ultimate documentary. Collecting interviews from the
vault (with organiser Michael Eavis, various artists,
festival-goers and disgusted town citizens admitting
they’re “going with a Tommy gun”), an abundance of
performances by Morrissey, David Bowie and
Radiohead and best of all, candid footage of the
insanely passionate patrons, Glastonbury presents an
astonishing look of this timeless event. ...Read More

Chicago Underground Trio - Chronicle
Mute Math - Flesh and Bones: Electric Fun
Various Artists - Metal Mania 2006 XX Edition

Gogol Bordello Motley Crew
If someone tells you that
everything you've been
taught since age five is
bullshit, the normal
response is to yawn “oh
yeah?” and find the
quickest route out of the
conversation. If a
bug-eyed, moustachioed Ukranian in neon sweatpants
tells you the same, whether you like it or not, you're
likely to ... Read More

New and Forthcoming Record Release Dates 
Click here to see a
comprehensive listing of
the hottest new releases
in the coming weeks,
including M.I.A., the Go!
Team, Liars, Kanye West,
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Kevin Drew, Common,
Hot Hot Heat, Beirut,
Aesop Rock, Caribou, and the New Pornographers....
Read More

Immaculate Machine - Fables 
The title of this band’s
second album is quite
inspired, as each of the
songs, along with the cute
album art, have a magical
quality. Sounding
reinvigorated and fresh,
this is an unbelievably
melodic and memorable album that will have indie
rock/pop fans bouncing around the room. Maybe it
was all th... Full Review
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